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SLC confidence: ‘political ploy’ a failure
by Andrew Alm
A vote of confidence in the chairperson

of the Student Legislative Council (SLC)
Thursday night left in its wake mixed
emotions and questions concerning
student politics at HSU.
Chairperson Mike Berke, representative for Behavioral and Social Sciences,
cast the tying vote on the question aimed
at removing him from his position. Berke
was elected to the chair one week before
at the SLC’s first meeting this year.
Berke said he had no knowledge prior
to the meeting that the vote of confidence
would occur.
No reasons

“I’m dumbfounded,”’ Berke said. ‘‘They
gave no reasons. I felt that I was being
accused of something without being told
what the evidence was.”’
Ed Scher, freshman representative,
tried along with Berke to elicit reasons
for the vote from other council members.
The attempt at stimulating discussion
lasted a half-hour, with the final result a
6-6 tie with one council member abstaining.
i made people think. I think I changed
the vote a little,’ Scher said after the
meeting. ‘‘I don’t know what’s happening

now. I’m not sure I can trust anybody.”
The only SLC member to respond
during the meeting was Paul Phillips, Interdisciplinary Studies representative,
who initiated the motion for the vote.
Dissatisfaction expressed
Phillips said
that several
SLC
members had expressed to him dissatisfaction with the present council.
Phillips was appointed to the SLC at its
Oct. 6 meeting by Associated Students
(AS) President Gregg Cottrell. Phillips
transferred to HSU this quarter from
Fullerton where he served as AS
Vice-president.

reason to say no, and I said ‘if it happens,
okay.”
Huddleston said she had been asked at
the Oct. 6 meeting whether she would
consider being chairperson. At that time
she said no.
“‘T think basically what it is, is people
wanting to get their point across, and
instead of relying on good old communications they’re trying to do it in
political ways,” she said, ‘‘And failing.”’
She added, ‘‘It was definitely a political

ploy. The chair has a lot of important
appointments.”

Huddleston, elected to the SLC spring
quarter, said the responsibility of
making appointments was a reason why
she was unsure about being chairperson.
“One thing is that Mike (Berke) has
been on the council for a year, which
gives him insight into things that I have
no insight into,’’ she said.
(Continued

on back

page)

Marj Huddleston, SLC representative
at large, said later that she had abstained
during the secret vote.
Huddleston said, ‘It seems we have a
division of two parties here which was, I
think, broadened by tonight.
It’s sort of like us against them, which
is why I abstained. I don’t want it to be
that way.”

She said that she was to be considered
as chair if the vote had unseated Berke,
but was glad it didn’t come off.
called me _ this
(Cottrell)
“Gregg
afternoon and I couldn’t think of a good

Hiring question

heads

toward second round
by David Greenwald

Controversy surrounding the appointment of Dr. Ken Aalto to a temporary
position in the geology department at
HSU will soon come to a head. Aalto has
submitted his complaint over that appointment to a faculty grievance
committee.
A hearing date has not been set, but
Aalto’s representative, Ed Waite of the
California State Employees Federation,
said he thinks it should take place
October 24 or 25.
Aalto has asked for an open door
hearing.
Via the grievance proceeding, Aalto is
trying to have his temporary appoint-

ment changed to a probationary one. A
probationary position can lead to tenure,
while a temporary one cannot.
The affair began spring quarter after
Aalto had completed his second year as a
temporary lecturer. It was decided to
make permanent the temporary position
that he had held.
Position advertised
Rather then hiring Aalto, it was
necessary, in order to fulfill Federal
Affirmative Action requirements,
to
advertise the position nation-wide and
review all candidates on an equal basis.
The drawn-out procedure that ensued
sparked a three-day strike by geology
students who were unhappy at having
their programs
disrupted
by the
protracted process.
A number
of applications were
accepted by the geology department,
including those of eight affirmative

action candidates. After review, the
department gave its unanimous recom-

mendation of Aalto to Dr. Ray Barratt,
dean of the School of Science.
It was Barratt’s job, after reviewing it
himself, to pass the recommendation on
to Milton Dobkin, vice president for
academic affairs. Neither Barratt or
Dobkin felt that the geology department
had conducted its investigation of all the

candidates in ‘‘good faith’’ as is required
by affirmative action statutes.
They reviewed the candidates and
found one affirmative action applicant, a
women, who they felt was ‘‘substantially
equivalent”’ to Aalto.
“Substantially equivalent”
The law requires that if an affirmative
action candidate
is found
to be
“substantially equivalent’’ to the top
non-affirmative action candidate, then
that candidate must be hired.
It became necessary to obtain a
number of evaluations on the woman
applicant so that there could be a ‘‘direct
data comparison”’ of her and Aalto.
Those records were in the possession of
Stanford University, where the woman
was a recent graduate. The university
declined to supply those records without
the consent of the woman, who could not
be reached because she was doing field
work.
A search was undertaken by HSU to
locate the woman, but when she was
found it was learned that she had taken a
job elsewhere.
It seemed certain, with all the
obstacles removed, that Aalto would
receive the appointment. Dobkin expressed to the HSU Affirmative Action
Committee his wish to hire Aalto.
However,
the committee
found a
(Continued on page

6)

‘ Bakke vs. UC Davis
Landmark for ‘majority rights ?’
by Paul Engstrom
The 1954 Brown v. Board of Education civil rights case, when the
Supreme Court ruled that racial discrimination in public schools is
unconstitutional, set into motion a drive towards equal employment and
educational opportunity for all.
The specific role that colleges and universities, among other
institutions, should play in correcting and compensating for past discrimination in admissions was not entirely spelled out.
It is not surprising, then, that progress towards equal rights hit a snag
in the Bakke v. University of California case.
Allan Bakke, a 37-year-old of Norwegian ancestry, University of
Minnesota graduate in engineering with a 3.51 grade point average and
Viet Nam veteran, applied to the UC Davis Medical School in 1973 and
1974. He was rejected both years, as he was by 13 other medical schools.
Bakke charged that he had been denied ‘equal protection’’ under the

14th amendment in that the Task Force program at Davis, designed to
increase the enrollment of disadvantaged racial and ethnic minorities,
had unjustly discriminated against white applicants. The special
admissions program reserves 16 out of 100 vacancies for minorities at the
medical school.
Task Force is part of the affirmative action posture that came about
with passage of the 1964 Civil Rights Act and an executive order signed by
President Johnson in 1965. Affirmative action is an attempt to at least

t

partially amend past discrimination practices by awarding benefits to
Sean of racial or ethnic minority groyps, and in this instance,
admission to a professional school.

(Continued
on page 7 )
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Catching the attentive ear of reporter Sandi Kahkonen is Dr. Lan Sing Wu, new doctor at the Health Center

Worldly doctor at HSU

Bayley Surfing
Suits

by Sandi Kahkonen
Not many people get the chance to live
on three continents. Lan Sing Wu, new
woman doctor at the Health Center, has
had that opportunity.
After seeing the importance of medical
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Wu went to help out in Vietnam
because ‘‘I guess I was curious.’’ She
went on a two-month AMA
affiliated
trip the first time and decided to return
again, joining the US Catholic Conference which sent many volunteer
physicians. Wu worked in a civilian
hospital on the seaside city of Nha Trang
for two years.
After high school in the LA area and

Keg Beer on hand
On

the

aid and the need for doctors during World
War II, Wu decided at the age of ten that
she wanted to be one. In later years her
interest prevailed. After graduation from
medical school and several years of
internship, she volunteered her services
as a physician in the Vietnam war.
As a child, Lan Sing Wu lived in
Holland until first grade. She lived in
China for five years and Mexico for
three, then came to the U.S..Her father’s
job in the Diplomatic Service for Taiwan
permitted her family to travel to these
places.
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in premed at

UCLA, Wu went to Women’s Medical
College of Pennsylvania. Upon graduation, she interned at Mt. Zion Hospital in
San Francisco.
After Vietnam, she returned and
received her master’s degree in Public
Health at UCLA. Since then she has been
working with Charles Drew
at the
Post-Graduate School of Medicine in
Watts, and reviewing and establishing
neighborhood health centers for underprivileged and low-income families with

the Office of Economic Opportunity.
Wu is one of
at the Health
days as doctor
some days

check-ups

three full-time physicians
Center. She works some
in the walk-in clinic and
giving more thorough

and

attention.

She

also

advises Nurse Practitioner Bev Griffin.

who is in charge of the women’s clinic at
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the Health Center.
Wu likes HSU because ‘“‘I like working
with college-age kids.’’ There are also no

night calls or week ends, which tie you
down a lot when you have your own
practice, she said.
Wu feels that the Health Center serves

the student body very well. ‘‘This is one
of the nicest ones I’ve seen. It has

excellem facilities, operations and personnel.”’

HSU

Wednesday,

class will examine

He said there were essentially

Origin of black holes

Oct.

three

parts to a black hole. The tidal forces, the
event horizon and the hole itself. ‘‘Say
you're in a spaceship that enters the tidal
forces area of a black hole that is

Crab Nebula pulsars are tamous.
According te Chinn the Crab Nebula was
formed
by a super nova in the year 1054
B.C. “There are ancient Chinese records
that say the brilliance could be seen for

to draw your ship towards the center,”
Chinn said.

correct conditions,” he said.

Black holes and pulsars are only two

times
to a billion degrees, only to
in a super nova that throws almost :
percent of its mass into
. What

3

i

facets of Einstein's theory of relativity.
They are discussed.
to some degree in

Relativity 1,

sounds like something from “Star
Wars” is really the death throes of a star

“When a star uses up all of its nuclear

fuel, it collapses in an explosion, or super
Chinn,

an

associate

professor in physics and astronomy at
HSU, said. “Depending on its mass, it
will become either a black hole or a

Using the size of the sun of a gauge,
Chinn said that if the remaining mass is
greater than three times that of the sun,
it will become a_ black hole. If it is less
than three times the sun, it become a
pulsar.

escape now and your spaceship is sucked
into the mass as if into a giant vacuum

“The effects of black holes can be seen
by the unusual amounts of x-rays emitted

from

Cranston said.

“The existence of black holes and
pulsars originated with Einstein’s theory

of relativity, or E equals MC2,” Chinn

said, ‘‘which he came up with in 1916. Six
months later, the theory was used in
explaining the existence of black holes.”

Scientists ignored the idea for nearly 50
years, until the first pulsar was
discovered in 1967. They then started
looking into the reality of black holes.

the

The system in which X-1 is located is a
two-star

are

caused by “the

Also included in the clwill
as
be s
other

“This is one of the ways we

black hole, Chinn said .

facets of Einstein’s theory like time

dilation.

Pulsars smaller

system,

where one mags rotates about the other.

“To explain time dilation, say you have
@ twin brother, Today, he goes
off in a

Pulsars, on the other hand, are smaller
than black holes. According to Chinn, rocket ship to the nearest star, eight light
years there and eight back. When he
they range from 10 to 15 miles

look for a

in
diameter and are very dense. “If you
could pick up one cubie inch of the
central mass, it would weigh approxi-

“Scientists found only one object, a
blue star, but the orbit pattern of it
suggested another mass. There was

have aged 16 years while he
retuyou
rns,
has aged only eight,” Cranston said.

*

mately 40 billion tons,” he said.

“The faster you approach

have originated from the star’s companion, Therefore, using the orbit character-

down,’’ he said.

Cranston said that Einstein's theory
will be presented in a manner that a
Student with high school algebra could

faint, but they give off what appears to be
energy at regular intervals thus creating

istics of the blue star, scientists
determined its mass and by inference. Its
companion’s (X-1) mass was also
determined,” he said,

@ pulsating light effect,” Chinn said.

understand and work with.

YY
als

Black holes cannot be seen. “Because
the gravitation of the collapsed star is so
great and the tremendous mass has
compacted into such a smail size, no
matter or fight can escape from it,”
Cranston said.
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“If something falls into it, it is ripped
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apart and ceaseg to exist,’’ Chinn said.
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the speedof

light, the anatomical clock seems to slow

A pulsar is a ball of neutrons
Spinning on its axis. “They are very

‘In the galaxy Cygnus, the star X-1 has
a professor

mass

expenditure of energy when your
spaceship was absorbed,” he said.

evidence of unusual x-rays from the
Star’s vicinity, which suggested it must

Einstein’s theory

Time dilation

cleaner. The resulting x-rays released

and the mass’ high gravitational pull,”

or a

Space,
Time and Relativi-

ty, aphysics class for
witha
math D prerequisite and will be offered
next quarter.

Effects
of black holes"
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Imagine a star building
incredible’ pressures and heat,
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approximately 37 miles in diameter, This
area has the gravitational pull that tries several days ,even in the light
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SLC picks up
After a relatively boring summer, student
government has picked up considerably. AS
President Gregg Cottrell’s attempt to unseat
Berke .was narrowly
Mike
SLC Chairman
averted and was greeted with what appeared to

be sigh of relief from at least one Cottrell sup.

porter.

fidence

and

widened

have

may

SLC

of

failure

The

aggravated.

student
of con-

existing in
week’s vote

But the dichotomy
government before last

least

is at the

members

to

SS Sti

|

engage unanimously in robust discussion of
their political motives has made some members
more paranoid than is necessary. It aiso seems

Sa

to have made other SLC members a bit more
thoughtful about politics, personalities and

priorities.
Most of the political haggling this year will
be directed, in one way or the other, to budget

begin

next

Over

quarter.

proceedings

which

is
$200,000
athletics, a

intercollegiate
line and_
on the
major funding recipient, will be

its contract

renegotiating

for the first time

in

three years.

EVENTUAL

It makes sound political sense for Cottrell to

have

an

SLC

chairperson

amenable

to

It is also understandable

aspirations.

his

fhat he

DE eI

RESOURCE

would want to get such a chairperson before
apcommittee
to make
able
was
Berke
pointments. And, with two of Berke’s supporters

NAP

J
ry

‘

\)

absent, last week’s meeting seemed a logical
opportunity to test Berke’s support from the rest
of the council.

(7

letters to the editor

What happened, however, was more of a
test of Cottrell’s support and he did not pass. The
significant outcome of the evening is that his
followers are capable of independent thought.
We hope all student government representatives
will speak their opinions forthrightly in open
debate. Such a commitment to each other would
go a long way to breaking down the dichotomy
that promises to be very entertaining and very
unncecessary.

SLC competence
Editor:
At the second meeting of this

year’s

che Iumberjack,
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All I knew for sure (?) about
HSU was what I read in the
previously mentioned book. Such
as: ALL the guys have beards
and EVERYONE goes to the Keg
on Fri. & Sat. nites. Someone

the relatives

who

wanted me closer to home)

was

(particularly

always asking, ‘‘Doesn’t it rain a
lot up there in-er-uh Oregon?
Isn’t that where Hum-uh-boldt?

is?”

ed 00'S os Oawlen Howie's ea we. HH MARK

Hooray

The Lumberjack is published Wednesdays during the school

Anyways, Ray, enjoy it here. I

have for years and plan to stick
around for quite a while longer!
“Thanx for the memories.”’
Phylis Geller
Senior, art

Come

Ray

To Ray Richmond
re:
Hollywood comes to HSU:

Students and the Humboldt State University Journalism Department. Opinions expressed are not necessarily those of the paper

Mr.

What memories your tale
brings back! My first year here

else.

Questions or comments should be addressed to the editor.
The deadline for letters to the editor is noon Friday before
publication. Letters should be less than 250 words and ail letters
are subject to editing.
Students receive the paper free of charge from campus newsper stands. Mail subscriptions are $3.50 per school year.

love, equality and above all that
respect due to all people as fellow
human
beings.
This means
helping others in any way we can.
By trying to place women and
men in certain roles, we restrict
creative behaviors, personal

and

growth,

we

perpetuate

of discrimination

un-

happiness, assault and rape.

With almost all of the cases of
molestation involving married
heterosexuals, the main reason
for discrimination against gay
people lies in the fear of realizing
that we are responsible for our
community’s sexual crimes;

caused by the inflexibility of our

LARSON

and are not the opinions of the university, the AS or anyone

neighborhood.
In Humboldt
County we use societal pressures
against ourselves. Societal pressures, rather than governmental
pressures, seem to me to be the
result of ignorance,
lack of
respect of others’ beliefs, and the
fear that we may have to take
responsibility
for our
own
thoughts, actions, and inevitably
our lives in treating people with

problems

SLC Representative

year. It is funded through advertising revenue, the Associated

\

action
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Business manager ..... 0.0.0.0...
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first

It makes one wonder what
motivated this strange move?
Ed Scher

KATHY BAILEY
..........0..
00. c cece cece eee eee JOHN FLINN

DANIEL MANDELL
MPM

the

’ L realize the SLC has the right
to call for a vote of confidence.
However, ii was this same SLC
that approved of Berke as
chairperson just last week. How
are the students of HSU supposed
to have
confidence
in the
members
of the SLC
if its
members don’t have confidence
in their own decision?

826-3271

SOO

SLC,

brought up was to have a vote of
confidence about the Chairperson
Mike Berke. When members of
the SLC were questioned as to
why a vote of confidence was
necessary, no one could come up
with any material reason.

I can’t count how many times I
was asked, ‘“What’s a Humboldt?”’ four year ago in the
springtime of my senior year in
high school. And I got at least one
piece of mail that went to Arcadia
first in my freshman year.

|

was spent figuring out all the
truths to the stories I was told and
read in the Underground Guide to
the College of Your Choice’ and
also finding out what a great
¢

pace Northern California really

Editor:
Recently I’ve been hearing and
reading a lot about the violation
of human rights, locally and
throughout the world. Most of the
discussion on this subject seems

to

focus

on

the

violations

of

human rights in other countries,
where governmental oppression

of specific groups occur.

'. For once

Choose

ORIGINAL DEFECTIVE

roles as women and men.

together

to

, 1 think
we can.

examine

our

own

One violation of human rights
occurs in a segment of society
few of us can escape: old age. For
mostly selfish reasons we ignore,
pigeon-hole, ridicule, degrade,

and restrict old people.
It’s time

to grow

individially

and with others. We can talk with
people, listen, be patent, and help
others in every way we can.
Thank you,
cee

. Kevin Paul Jacquemet
_. Business, Senior

Ballpark debate

| Tenants corner

Wesley Chesbro
Councilman, City of Arcata

é

Humboldt sesbvny Fe

The Arcata Council has been a long-time backer of the
Proposition 20, the initiative which established the Coastal
Commission. I served as Humboldt County co-chairman for
the YES on 20 campaign.
We have also consistently opposed urbanization of the
agricultural lands south of Samoa Boulevard. and while the
old City Plan called for massive urbanization of these areas,
our new General Plan adopted in 1975, protects most of the

appropriate local housing authority.

State housing laws and local housing codes

Local
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Favorable results can be obtained through inspections, but
there are potential drawbacks. If the rental is dilapidated the
agency may condemn the building, thereby leaving the
tenant homeless.
A landlord familiar with local agencies and legal
procedures could delay speedy enforcement of codes. And
there is the danger the landlord could try to evict you or raise
your rent for filing a complaint.
You are protected by law from this type of harassment. If
you can prove retaliation you may sue the landlord for
damages. A lease provides greater protection against

retaliation than does a month-to-month agreement.
Good luck in your efforts to live in a truly habitable abode.

As shown in this three-part series, there are drawbacks to
exerting your rights as a tenant. Many times the lone tenant
who stands up for his-her rights is picked off. A strong
tenants union is the only solution to this problem. Tenants
united are not easily defeated. For more detailed information

on repairs and how to get them contact the Humboldt
Housing Action Project at 826-3825.
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Next week: Sierra Club replies
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Health

land’s potential use for residential development, even though
the City has protested this method of assessment.
State law prohibits the Arcata Elementary School
District which owns the land from selling it below fair
market value. Thus, it would cost almost $200,000 just for
acquisition of the school. This is in contrast with the Samoa
Blvd. site where all land and improvements are to be
donated.
An additional complication is that even if the market
value can be established at a lower lever, Arcata High School
is interested in purchasing it for an athletic stadium.
Thus, after careful consideration of all of the alternatives
I, along with many other environmentalists inArcate, have
concluded that the proposed Samoa Blvd. site is the most
appropriate from both a land—use planning and economic
point of view.
Because of university growth, Arcata’s population has
grown much more quickly than many of us would have liked.
As a result, recreational and athletic facilites have been
severely strained. This ballpark will help alleviate the overall
competition for use of existing facilities, thus improving
recreational opportunites for not just Little Leaguers, but all
Arcatans.
Thus, with the appropriate conditions and restrictions,
the Ballpark project deserves the support of all Arcatans.

OF PAPER,

take

generally within six months. If repairs were not made a
letter is sent to the Francise Tax Board and state income tax
privileges are rescinded.
This type of pressure can be very effective in
“encouraging” the landlord to comply with requests for
needed repairs.
These local agencies can be contacted for
housing
inspections:
Humboldt County (except Eureka):
Humboldt-Del Norte County Department of Public

market value at $196,500. This assessment is based on the

WUGE

can

-taking away a landlord’s tax shelters which are a major

The ballpark will be in use only a few months
of the year. _

PRRER

agencies

source of income on rental properties.
-closing down buildings through condemnation proceedings
until defects are repaired.
-demolishing buildings which are in continual non-compliance and pose imminent health hazards.
Closure or demolition are taken only in cases of extreme
landlord delinquency and irrepairable dilapidations. More
often a tentant will file a complaint and an inspection is
conducted. If defects are found the landlord is notified by

With no drainage system or filling, the land will return its
marshy semi-flooded state during the winter months. The
slough area to the west will be left to the waterfowl and
shorebirds.
In regard to alternative sites, there is no question that
the Samoa Boulevard site is the best. Most of the alternatives
proposed by the Coastal Commission staff are in the Mad
River flood plain, and constitute far more productive
agricultural lands.
The alternative backed by the Sierra Club is the old
Stuart School across from Arcata High School. The site would
have great potential were it not for two barriers: money, and
the law.
In spite of the ‘Public Facility zoning” on the parcel, the
Humboldt County Tax Assessor has chosen to place the fair

THAT

all

landlord to force compliance. Such measures include:

on the development, including a provision which says that the
land must be returned to its original agricultural use if it ever
ceases to be used as a park have been placed on the project
by the City Council and Regional Coastal Commission
guaranteeing that the ballpark will not become a foot-in-the-door for urban development.

15

require

landlords to maintain rental units in habitable condition.

examination, that the ballpark can be developed with a
minimum of environmental disruption. Stringent conditions

WORLD

es

Whichever option is chosen you should first contact your

environmentally damaging, and also economically feasible
to develop?
As to the first question, I am convinced, after careful

youR

Pe
3

landlord in writing (use certified mail, return receipt
requested) and keep a copy of your repair request. If the
response is inadequate you may file a complaint with the

In considering how to vote on the ballpark project, I
asked myself two questions: 1) would the park be disruptive
of the City Council’s planning goals of keeping the area south
of town free of urban development, and 2) are there any
viable alternative sites for the project which would be less

THAT

:

withholding rent to force compliance with repair requests.

agricultural land surrounding Arcata.

IN TRE

sits

The power, responsibilities and limitations of local housing
authorities are explored in this third and last column on how
to get maintenance on your rental unit in case of landlord
neglect. Previous columns dealt with doing the repairs
yourself and deducting repair costs from your rent and

Coastal Planning process. In 1972, the City Council endorsed

WHAT
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Hiring Question
number of items in the search procedure

unsatisfactory and issued a resolution
expressing dissatisfaction.
The resolution reads, in part:
“After serious consideration
Affirmative Action Committee at

the
this

time cannot approve but will not opposea
decision

of

the

Vice

President

of

Academic Affairs to appoint Dr. Aalto to
either

a

temporary

position. However,

or

probationary

the Committee

has

serious problems with the procedure in
this case as much as or more than in
previous cases.”’

o

*

be

at

3

Confidential

The remainder of that resolution, as is
the case with much of the information
concerning the case, is classified as
confidential material and unavailable for
inspection.

STARTS
TODAY
X-COUNTRY
SKIS

There are no good feelings concerning
the affair on any front. Dr. Alba M.
Gillespie, dean of Graduate Studies and
research for academic affairs, whose job
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looking at 50% Off

the upcoming hearing, termed the affair,
“real peculiar.”’

Other Skis
Last Year's Prices

“Dr. Aalto has been hanging for two
years hoping for an appointment,”
Gillespie said. ‘‘Still, it is necessary to

fulfill the affirmative
Fabiano Ski Boots 30%
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BACKPACKING
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Eureka e Sierra Designs
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HIKING BOOTS
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30% Off
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$100 Off
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require-

Innocent victim

“It is tragic,” he said.
involved will be hurt.”

ally, the students,”’ he said.
Whatever decision the committee
arrives at will have to be submitted to
HSU President, Alistair McCrone, for
final approval.
If, for example, the decision is in favor

‘“‘He has been subjected to a great deal
of inconvenience and trouble.”

of Aalto and it is accepted by McCrone,
Aalto will be given the tenure track

Aalto had no comment to offer
concerning the case other than, ‘‘I’m sick
of the whole business.”’

position.
If, however, McCrone does not accept a
pro-Aalto decision, then Aalto has a final
recourse in submitting the case to
binding arbitration, in which case a professional arbitrator will be brought in.

Gillespie does not think that his
friendship with Aalto and his role as
university representative constitutes a
conflict of interest.

In such a case, the decision
arbitrator would be final.

“Aalto may be asking for something
difficult, if not impossible
for the
university to do.’”’

Attention University
Organizations! ! !
©
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HSU

now

offers

a

major

in

ment, according to Nancy Frost,

professor

of

home

economics.

_s
rs

offers

new major
associate

ed Via

Brack

HSU

of the

Liberal ‘Studies Child Develop.
Udy

Vtur

‘‘Everyone

the geology program and, consequenti-

“‘He is caught betw en his legitimate
right to work, based on his background
and experience, and affirmative action,”
Gillespie continued.

gure

“

eli

“The dissention will be enough to hurt

Gillespie, a personal friend of Aalto,
feels that Aalto is ‘‘an innocent victim”’
of this whole affair.

mipold

ak 3

‘“‘There are probably enough sleeping
dogs in this thing so that there will be
personality quirks and behavior patterns
raised that will eventually affect
communication in the geology department and between the department and
the administration.”’

ments set forth for the university.”

D

i

Pu

It is Barratt’s feeling that no good can
come of the situation, for Aalto, for the
geology department, or for the students.

it will be to represent the university in

New Skis we’re tired of

oo

review,”

should one be undertaken, Barratt said.

Off

4

geology department has been rehired to a temporary
position after an ‘‘irregular’’ affirmative action
procedure.
“In the framework of policy, the
university did what it had to do,”’ he said.
Waite, on the other hand,
thinks
there is every indication to believe that
Aalto will win the probationary position.
However, he would not comment on what
leads him to that conclusion, saying that
is involved in the strategy for his case.

‘There have been sufficient irregularities so that the matter wouldn’t stand up

before a federal compliance

@

TEMPORARILY EMPLOYED—Dr. Ken Aalto of the

As a result of the resolution a decision
was made to re-hire Aalto to the
temporary position for another year, and
then begin the entire process over again.

Rental Skis

30%-50%

ge

Ebi ty

the Lumberjack. 826-3271

ia)

The primary goal of this major

is to help students interpret and
integrate theories, and research
data

and

practices

related

to

children, Frost said.

The new major draws the
disciplines of home economics,
physical education, psychology,

speech

communications

speech and hearing.

and

‘No Problem’ to HSU

exclusively on race, Bakke maintained, different
standards were used in admitting the minority

applicants. Some of them in fact had lower grade

point averages and lower scores than Bakke on
the Medical College Admission Tests (MCAT).
In September of 1976 the California Supreme

Court upheld his claim of reverse discrimina-

affirmative action programs in the courtry will
be unaffected.

Davis

Medical

School,”

Frances

said

in

interview last week. ‘No matter what the
outcome of the case, I can’t see that it would

in specifying

once

established

preferences

will be difficult to abolish.

Perhaps most important, the principle that the
Constitution sanctions racial discrimination
against a race, any race, is a dangerous concept
fraught with potential for misuse . . .”
In short, the court ruled that the goals of
affirmative action could be met by considering
“‘disadvantaged”’ applicants without resorting to
Strictly racial standards.
,
Decision appealed
The Regents of the University of California
appealed the decision to the United States
Supreme Court. Oral arguments in the case were
presented before the Court on Oct. 12, following
the presentation in recent weeks of 60 briefs
offering the views of over 150 groups and
individuals.
The ‘‘friend-of-the-court”’ brief submitted by
the Justice Department’s Solicitor General,
Wade H. McCree, supported neither Bakke nor
the University position. The brief received
President Carter’s approval and stated, among
other things, that (1) the government supports
affirmative action programs which seek to bring
minorities ‘‘into the mainstream”’ of American
life; (2) strict quota systems based entirely on
race are not constitutional; and (3) that because
the California State Supreme Court failed to
gather all pertinent information, the Bakke case
may be an ‘‘inadequate vehicle for determining
the limits of affirmative action.”’
A decision by the Court is expected between
now and June 1978.
There is much speculation as to the final
outcome, short of a complete endorsement of one
position or the other. It is possible that the
Supreme Court, heeding the advice of the Justice
Department, may choose ‘to return the case to
the California courts with the argument that
important information is lacking. Or it might ask
the California courts to reconsider the issue in
the light of a recent amendment to the state
constitution which forbids the university from
rejecting applicants on the basis of race.
A third possibility: the Supreme Court could
rule, in favor of Bakke, that only Davis
special-admissions program is illegal, thereby
allowing similar programs on other campuses to
continue. Future instances of reverse discrimination would be judged on a case-by-case basis.
Controversial topic
Among the arguments opposing Bakke’s claim
is that actually he was rejected in spite of the
university's quota system. The Regents say that
standards other than just grades, MCAT scores
and race are used in the selection process and
Bakke
failed
to meet
these additional
qualifications. He was 10 or 11 years older than
the average medical school freshman and his
age worked against him, according to the
University.
Moreover, these opponents argue, if race
cannot be considered in an attempt to remedy
past discriminatory conduct, then there is no
effective way to promote educational opportunities for everyone.
Bakke supporters point to the lower grades
that minorities receive once they are in medical
school. They hold this to be a good indication of
the deteriorating quality of physicians who are
graduated, a direct result of the minority
admissions policy.
Perhaps somewhere in-between rests the
truth. But the New York Times reported recently
that letters to its editor are running 15 to one in
favor of Bakke. Likewise, a recent Gallup poll
drawing on a sample of 1,550 respondents
indicated an 83 to 10 percent pro-Bakke split.
J
é'
No affect.’
’

Susan Frances;.
the Interim Coordinator for
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percentage of women and minorites holding staff
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really apply to anything that is going on here. We

have no quotas for admission,
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anything else.”’

their numbers,

In the Pythian Castle

comparable to the Bakke situation at the UC

tion. The majority opinion stated that ‘‘pragmatic problems are certain to arise in

identifying groups which should be preferred or

plant care advice

cut flowers while they last

“I’m not aware of any program currently
underway at HSU which is in any way

Frances said she is more concerned with the

“>

determine whether this percentage is in keeping

with federal guidelines, it is compared with the
availability of women and minorities in the work
force at large.
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Duplicating
Problems?

Reverse discrimination

“IT have a feeling, I don’t know for sure, that
the Supreme Court may very will uphold the
California Supreme Court and rule that this is a
case of reverse discrimination,’ Daniel said.
“That’s just a gut feeling I have.”’
Daniel said people are unaware of the
exclusive nature of getting into medical school or
law school;
that
“the American
Medical
Association and the California Medical Association have a vested interest in limiting the
number of people admitted to medical school, as
does the Bar Association with respect to law

school applicants. ’’

“If there are more doctors in the market,
there's the problem of not being able to charge as
much for services rendered,’ he said.

KINKO'S can help!
PHOTOCOPY SERVICE

Background helps

Coming

from

a

applicants

more

political pull than others in

good

family

gives

some

vying for those few medical school vacancies,
Daniel added.
Whatever
the Supreme
Court’s
ultimate
decision, it is likely to confuse the public while
expanding the equal rights battleground. The
effect that decision has on future affirmative

action plans will depend on how broad or narrow

* the Court's ruling is.

vevuwes

*:

>

Teaching _

qualifications are admitted to HSU, she said.

As far as admission determinations at other
campuses are concerned, Frances believes race
should be one of many variables upon which
selection is based. Other factors, beyond those
that are strictly meritorious, like grades, might
include the applicant’s past experience, age,
even geographical residence.
Full enrollment
Where competition for limited space is critical
and many of those turned away are also fully
qualified, as at UC Davis, the problem is
deciding which factors shall receive greater
emphasis. The decision is frequently arbitrary,
such that a California resident applying to a
state-supported medical school, for example, is
usually given preference over an out-of-state
applicant.
Frances said she is uncertain whether Bakke
should be considered a landmark case. She
prefers to think of it as one in a series of
decisions pertaining to discrimination and how
to guarantee equal opportunity under the law.
“I don’t think that, in itself, the Bakke decision
is going to determine the future of affirmative
action,”’ she said. “‘It’s just part of the whole
process of change.”’
Bill Daniel, associate professor in the political
science department, disagrees.
“I would expect that in the long run, quota
systems, to the extent they’ve been established,
are going to go,” Daniel said, adding, ‘‘I don’t
know what will replace them. There is a whole
series of cases with respect to women’s rights
and other claims of employment discrimination
decided by the U.S. Supreme Court in the last
three years that have gone against those
claiming discrimination.”
In one instance, according to Daniel, the Court
refused to nullify a qualification exam, even
though most of the people who passed it
happened to be white and the majority of those
who failed it were black. He said the court has
consistently ruled that a clear intent to
of minority
discriminate against members
groups must be shown.

You
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variety of controversial issues, the majority of
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Besides being an illegal quota system
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other medical schools, is extremely stiff: there
were 2,644 applicants for the 100 places at Davis
in 1973 and 3,737 in 1974.

PLANTASIA

Affirmative Action in HSU, thinks that although
Bakke v. The University of California stirs up a
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Qualifications
Competition to get into Davis, as well as most
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October issue, 100 pages with a
special report on natural childbirth!
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Confused about your life?

Put a classified ad in the Lumberjack! |
¢ $1.50 per ad, special rates for more
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guidance. Professional astrological
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Business. Science. Engineering.

This semester is the right time to get a TI
calculator tailored to the work you're doing.
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Audobon Wildlife Film
"Wilderness Trek Through New Zealand.
Narrated by Grant Foster, in person

Oct. 23

Sunday

7:00 p.m.

Eureka High School Auditorium

Photo by Daniel Mandell

Students $1.00

Fo
Father John Salvador, Newman

Performing

_ Airhead

Oct. 20, 21, 22

Now

Center chaplain

the Newman

Center at the corner

of

Bayside Road and Union Street on June
30, replacing Father Paul Stankeivicz.
The
Newman
Center serves as
headquarters for the HSU Newman Club,
part of a National Catholic Student
Organization.

Although he served as chaplain of a
Newman Center at Southwest Texas
State University for five years during the
1960’s, Father Salvador had since
returned to parish work. He served for
four years as pastor to the Catholic
Church of Christ the King in McKinleyville, followed by a year and a half as
overseer of St. Joseph’s parish in
Crescent City just prior to coming to the
HSU Newman Center.
:

Father Salvador was well acquainted

with HSU
because he occassionally
taught classes through the religious
studies department during his ministry
in McKinleyville.
He is currently
teaching a course at HSU entitled ‘‘The
Nature of Religion.”
“It’s quite a switch to come back,”’ said
Father Salvador about returning to
student work after eight years
in
community parishes. However, as the
center has become more active with the
start of school, he said he is now getting
over some of his initial apprehensions.
“‘T have really enjoyed it here so far,”’
Father Salvador said. ‘‘Everyone has
been very cooperative.’’

Father

Salvador

said

his

general

approach as overseer of the center is ‘‘to
remain open, and to try to meet the needs
as they arise. I have no kind of overall
blueprint that I want to impose upon the
place.”
While Father Salvador said he hopes to
serve as, ‘‘a kind of Christian catalyst,”
the Newman Center is set up to be run
“almost totally by students.” It is
,oeeeeee

Serving Delicious Meals
Fri.-Sat.

Father Salvador enjoys
life at Newman Center
by David McMoyler
‘I’m basically not a high—visibility
person,” says Father John Salvador, the
new chaplain at the HSU
Newman
Center.
“IT have a tendency toward quietness
and prayer,” Father Salvador said, ‘‘and
if I have anything in mind, I would just
simply like to share this with the students
involved here with the center.”
Father Salvador is a warm, gentle man
of about 50 years, with a smoothing smile
and engaging eye-contact. He speaks in a
low, even tone that carries thoughts of a
glowing hearth, corduroy slippers and
the aroma of pipe tobacco.
Father Salvador took up residence at

Adults $ 1.50

governed by a council comprised of
student members, which usually makes
all the decisions concerning the center’s
functions.
Father Salvador said the club is made
up of a core of about 60 dedicated
members, with an undetermined number
of students involved to some lesser
capacity.
‘“‘We are what is called a quasi-parish;
we are quite independent,’’
Father
Salvador said. “St. Mary’s
(Arcata
Catholic Church) has no direct jurisidiction over us. We just try to work in
harmony.”
Some Newman students teach religion
classes at St. Mary’s, and a few serve on
the council for the larger church.

For Beautiful

Fashion Imports
New
of woolen

% brush

sweaters

cotton

The Newman Center also offers a
variety of seminar programs and
services ranging from a study of basic
Christianity to an analysis of women’s
role in society to visits to the sick and
aged.
Father Salvador said the impact of the
Newman organization as ‘‘a Catholic
presence”’ at HSU and on other campuses
hopefully goes deeper than the programs
and services offered.
“Organizations tend to get so caught up
in their works that they forget their
basics,’’ Father Salvador said.
“It would be my responsibility to keepclose to God, and try to share that with
the students,” he said.
Father Salvador defined the philosophy of Newman as, “‘in practice, very
much oriented towards community-building and building a sense of
responsibility towards one another and
one another’s needs.
In analyzing the type of community
awareness he is talking about, Salvador
said, ‘You almost have to experience
community before you can create it.’”’
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Master Charge
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plan
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In addition to the weekday night
masses offered, such services as
marriages, baptisms and funerals may
also be performed by Father Salvador at
the center. While he usually refers such
cermonies to the larger church, many
former members wish to be married or
have their children baptized at the
center.
‘‘Newman represents to them a very
intense community that really cares
about them. Many like to come back for
these monents to share them with the
community,” Father Salvador said.
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Decision approaching for Hue

by Richard Sanguinetti
Lumberjack correspondent

Major error

by the Six Rivers Branch of the U.S. Forest Service and

As a summary of its RARE II inventory, Six
Rivers Forest Service sent a report with a major fact
error to the Chief of the Forest Service, the
Department of the Interior, California Department of
Fish and Game (DFG) and other public and private
agencies concerned with the wilderness study.
Six Rivers National Forest said Sept. 21 it had

may stall completion of the Gasquet-Orleans (GO)
Road along the Siskiyou crest.
If the timber harvest plan is rejected another
question also arises:

Since the timber harvest plan excluded Blue Creek
the Roadless Area Review and Evaluation

to the glee of environmentalists and Native Americans
who thought Blue Creek made it into the inventory.
In October, however, Six Rivers changed the
figures to 77,800 acres—excluding Blue Creek.
Rushing rivers
Explaining this error, Six Rivers Information
Officer Richard Gibson said, ‘‘In the rush to get the
report to San Francisco, we grabbed the wrong
figures.”
The appeal by several environmental groups, the
Northwest -Indian Cemetery Protective Association
and other Navtive American groups contends among
other charges that a biased ES for timber harvesting
on Blue Creek was accepted by Six Rivers Forest
Supervisor Richard E. Burke.
Timber harvesting on Blue Creek was planned to
compensate timber companies for forest lands given
up in the creation of Redwood National Park in 1968.

Inclusien'?

Forest Service representatives say probably not,
but in any event, here are some facts to help clarify the
situation.
.
Blue Creek is part of the Forest Service Study Area

of the Siskiyous, made up of six planning units:
jt is ‘also

a

watershed

near areas of religious significance to local Indians
and
near. ‘incompleted sections of the GO Road.

The RARE II inventory is a response to the Carter

Administration’s dissatisfaction with the RARE I
inventory of 1971-73. RARE is a process whereby the
Forest Service gives Congress recommendations of

areas for possible wilderness designation.

Wilderness designation orders an area that is
roadless and unspoiled to be off-limits for logging and
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Peterson said.

inventoried 109,000 acres of the Siskiyous as roadless,

(RARE) II inventory, will the new Environmental
Statement (ES) order Blue Creek into the RARE II
inventory as a late comer?

totalling 109,000 acres.

Burke agrees with this cofftion. ‘The
Club helped organize it,” Burk@id.
Ron Peterson, a Forest
@vice staff
working on the appeal, also ag®@huith Burke |
appellants. ‘Yes, the Sierra Clug
right on the

equipment.

The appeal involves possibly illegal moves mact

from

Allag

road construction, and protects wildlife from human
intrusion .by banning motorized vehicles and

Regional Forester Doug Leisz will decide within
the next few weeks on an appeal of an intensive timber
harvest plan for Blue Creek in the Siskiyous.
"

}
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right on that one,”’

Photo by Dave Van de Mark

Blue
Forest(oug

Creek

in the

Siskiyous

faces intensive harvesting

Leisz

¢

a

the environmental
December 1976.

bias of thes true, the appellants
violatio

the

1970

National
objectivity

Pat the ES of the Blue
e NEPA

mandates

is a fact that in late

Redwood
National
Grvice worked out a

The Six Rivers National Forest also released a
report in 1968 on management of the Siskiyou area.
To the dismay of environmental and Native
American groups, the report called for intensive
logging, completion of the GO Road and subsequent
logging roads totalling 150 miles in the Siskiyous.
This report had a major influence on the RARE I
inventory of the Siskiyou Study Area. Six Rivers

decided the entire area was not wilderness due to the

presence of roads
Siskiyous.

slopes and mystical

ative AM@s, however, the Blue
ately readied for
est Service decided,

ivéis was heavily logged
egal arrangements.
it, which since 1968
National Park.

the

1968

conclusions

of the

Siskiyous divided
At this point the Siskiyous were divided into six
planning units.
Concerning the Blue Creek Planning Unit, the

forest service
Mireek area and other
available for timber

and

noted, ‘“‘A complete

environmental

report of the area will be made, at which time areas of
historical, archaeological and geological significance
will be preserved.”
The Environmental Statement for the Blue Creek

Planning Unit was released in May, 1975 and accepted
as final by Burke in October, 1976.
The ES called for protection of the watershed with
timber management and harvesting for the next 80
years, completion of the GO Road and 200 miles of
logging access roads.
Erosion protection
Burke said he believes buffer strips of Douglas Fir
along the main streams will save the watershed and
that the plan will cause only temporary, minimal
landsliding.

In response to the Blue Creek Plan, the U:S.
Department of the Interior commented, ‘‘The
statement either neglects or tends to minimize the
significant adverse environmental impact of the plan.”
Concerning the Blue Creek ES Region I Manager
of the California Department of Fish and Game R.J.

O’Brien said, ‘‘Steep slopes, coupled with unstable

soils overlying much of the area . . . will make
extensive road construction and logging hazardous
from the standpoint of erosion and sedimentation.
Wildlife damage
“Further logging and activites associated with
timber production will reduce, and in many cases,
eliminate unique wildlife habitats . . .
“|. . the effects upon fish and wildlife will be
significant and adverse.”

In reply to the criticisms,

Burke said, ‘‘Those

departments have their opinions and we have ours.”’
In December 1976 an appeal of the Blue Creek
Plan was made. The appellants believe the ES is
biased by putting timber value above wilderness
value, mystical value for Native Americans, salmon
value and habitat for endangered species.
Along with NEPA mandates allegedly violated, the
appellants say the ES also violates the Multiple
Use—Sustained Yield Act, the Porter—Cologne Water
Quality Control Act of California, the Federal Water
Quality Control Act and the Endangered Species Act.
The next step of the Blue Creek proceedings is the
Regional Forester’s move.

esday, Oct. 19, 1977

|| Fee problems stop
| adult’s aspirations
by John P. Donohoe

Obtaining an education can be
difficult under the best of conditons, but it can be almost
impossible for those who cannot
afford the registration fees and
only want to take one class or
less than six units.

Kevin Jacquement, a Contact
-has

worker,

been

trying

un-

successfully to get a 76-year-old
California

Kerlee,

resident,

enrolled

Gladys

since

J.

the

beginning of the quarter.
“She cannot afford the $58 to
of great
one course
take
relevance in her life—‘Death
and Dying’,”’ Jacquemet said.
“She is attending class, has read

two of the three required text

‘Featuring:

RED WING SHOES

BIRKENSTOCK
BUFFALO
SANTA ROSA

|

WEST COAST
DANNER
Shoe Repairing

Fine Craftmanship |

books, and wants to be a student

at HSU...”

“The Alternative Admissions
Program, the Re-Entry Program, the Financial Aids Office,
The HSU Foundation, all the
staff and executive branches of
the administration and the
chancellors’ office have found no
public access for a person who

receives less than half the
amount of the federal poverty
line from social security as her
only income,” Jacquement said.

| ON THE PLAZA
the Best in
BATH BRUSHES

All the scholarships require
the student to already be
registered and this means the
fees must already have been
paid. There is one alternaive
program, but it requires that the

student carry at least
a half load

and have a career objective. In
Kerlee’s case, she wants to start
out slowly with one class and,
thus, has only four units.
Kerlee cannot get a grade or

credit until the fee is paid.

Jacquemet said he has nothing

for the adbut admiration
ministrative staff, some of

whom have offered to pay the fee
out of their own pocket.

He said the problem is in the
system, the way it is set up, and

he wants to see something done
about it for the future. For this
reason, Jacquemet is taking the

whole thing to the students.

To accomplish this, he has set

up a table in the quad and has
given two speeches

there

also,

losing his temper once when he

felt he was talking to “thin air.”
Jacquemet said he will take up
the offer of the administrators if

his plea to the students is un-

HSU

am not ready to
non-student, Gladys Kerlee, 76, said, ‘‘I

just sit down and go to sleep."

HSU.

Kerlee, who was born in Napa County, always

wanted to be a nurse, but her parents and grandparents wouldn’t hear of it.
Early in her life, the family moved to Tulare

Nn a4

“4

GOOD

THRU SAT. OCT. 22

County, leaving the family vineyard her father
had been running for her grandfather.
‘There was no work there because it was right
about the time they were cutting down on the use
of wine (prohibition),’’ Kerlee said.
Difficult time
This move was hard on the family because
they were leaving their pioneer home, Kerlee
said as she fondled an ancient Bible.
“This was my mother’s, she used it in Sunday
School and so did I later.
“I wanted to have it rebound once, but I was
afraid it would get lost,”’ she said.
Her father did dry-land farming in Tulare
County.
“He used a gang-plow and an eight- to
ten-mule team to pull it. They usually used
horses closest to the wheel with mules in front of
that because horses were easier to start,’’ Kerlee
f
~
explained.
New homestead
‘In 1917 we moved to Madera County. The day

we got word World War I was over, my brother

climbed up the steeple of an old church and put a

white flag on it,” Kerlee said. ‘‘We were afraid it
would break because we didn’t know how old it
was.”

Her father farmed in Madera County, also.

At about that time Kerlee began to help
doctors working with pregnant women.
“There were four or five doctors that would
call on me, but I can’t think of any of their

names.

“We left there in ‘28 and went to Yolo County.
There was no money in dry-land farming. You
couldn’t make grocery money.”
Her father managed a fruit ranch this time,

the whole family helped, except the two oldest
boys who had left home to work on different
i
ranches.

““T Jeft in ‘49 ‘cause I had worked in the hospital

eoeere
, gee
-e ee
ee .
.
oe

by John

Flinn

not ready to retire
She’s

by John P. Donohoe
Gladys J. Kerlee is a 76-year-old who is not
ready to retire to her rocking chair. Presently
she sits in on the ‘Death and Dying’’ class at

ieee TEE Wer"
‘%~ TWO DELUXE
=. HAMBURGERS
ONLY $1"
iy

Photo

successful.

class I am taking at Humboldt. One boy said he
had never seen a dead person except for his
grandfather.”
to
moved
Kerlee
After Yolo County,
Placerville and then to Carson City, worked
there for a year, and then moved back to
Placerville to get married.
Her stepsons talked her and her husband into
moving to Salinas. Two years later her husband
died. After that she went to Santa Rosa, where
she went to work ‘taking care of children
mostly.’’
Humboldt becomes home
went to Humboldt County to visit
she
1959
In
her brother who worked in the woods at
Weitchpec and Hoopa.
At her brother’s suggestion, she decided to
stay. She worked in Hoopa from May to
December before going to Eureka to work.
Several years ago, Kerlee got involved with
the adopt-a-grandparent program, and it was
through this that she eventually met Jacquemet.
‘‘Kevin asked me why I don’t go to college and
I laughed at him because I hadn’t been to school
since . . .” She got up to inspect a date at the
bottom of an ancient grade-school diploma

tacked on the wall. It said May, 1917.

“The thing of it is, the families haven't talked
to children about dying, and they are not
prepared when it happens. She said the students
told her this the first day of class.
Generation gap
Kerlee has several reasons for wanting to
attend class at Humboldt.
“The seniors don’t cooperate with the younger

children enough. A lot of times, the older people
think they can’t get along with the younger
people; and that’s wrong, they can if they want
to.

‘There are a lot of people who feel they are out
of place. There are a lot of people who never
thought of talking with younger people, except
their families.
“There are some younger people who are
afraid to approach the older people because of
the way they have acted. Maybe that’s wrong,
but that’s my way of thinking, anyway.”
Kerlee is doing her part to bridge the
generation gap.
“The main thing is, after a certain age, there

hat them. I
good.for
isn’t
care of people who were , _ they sit imetairs,and.t
74
am
not
ready:
to.
just
sit
*go to sleep.”
©
the
this'to
about
talked
‘I
dying,” Kerlee ‘said.

. for eight years:taking
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Music
LUNCH
Sat
|lam to 2pm

Mon

CHAMBER MUSIC
Sunday 10am to 2pm

SUNDAY BRUNCH
10am to 2pm

LIGHT MUSIC
Daily 6pm to 9pm

DINNER

* Daily Spm to 10pm

.

LOUNGE

DANCING

Daily

Open Daily 11am to 2am
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The Lumberjack, Wednesday, Oct. 19, 1977
by Pat Poulin
After visiting local fishing
operations, a group of about 35
cheerful but chilly Australian

Australians battle cold
for HSU football game

RN fishermen
and their wives attended the HSU game against
Sacramento State. They were
getting a taste of U.S. football.
Meanwhile the rest of the
62-member tour group remained

back in their motel rooms in
Eureka, huddled around the

» heaters.

wr

“Some of them could not make

\
\

COUSINE

COUSIN

29-25 SUN-TUES
MEL BROOKS’

it,” one member of the group
commented, ‘‘we’re used to a

\ warmer climate.”

as

Enthusiasm
However the cool fog

N

didn’t

dampen the enthusiasm of those

Lock

Lecksmithing

& Complete

24

Hour

fishermen
game.

Tackle

to

Most of the fishermen were
from towns about the size of

Arcata
been

who

did

watch

the

pads.”

“It was good,” one fisherman

Attending the football game
ended a day of activities
sponsored by the HSU Marine

part of the game is the passing,

Advisory
Extension
Service
(MAES) and the City of Eureka,

said after the game. ‘The best
tackling and punting.”’

for the group.

His friend agreed, “The passing was good, very good. It would
have been better to watch if we
knew the rules.”’

uh

&

North Bay

nice

and
in

Eureka.

the

U.S.

They

had

since

the

previous Sunday.

Comparing Australia’s counterpart to U.S. football, one
member said, ‘‘Rugby is more
violent. You don’t have all the

Phones (707) 822- 2835 or 839-0136

v
commenting, ‘It was
visit, but too busy.’’

San Francisco swung
The group arrived at the
Arcata airport from San Francisco at 8 a.m. Saturday morning.

A younger member of the group
said that San Francisco “was
swinging’’, while another member was not as impressed,

||

*
\\

Shop

Their activities during the day
included a tour of the Mad River
Hatchery, which one fisherman

noted

as

sive’;
aboard
Samoa
Eureka
Lazio’s

a tour of Humboldt Bay
the Madaket; lunch at the
Cookhouse; a visit to the
Boat Basin; anda tour of
Sea Food plant.

being

‘‘very

impres-

They left for Crescent City the

following mor ning with plans to
continue on to Oregon
Fish Espo,
1977,
in

and the
Seattle.

They'll then head home via Los
Angeles and Fiji.

-

'

Service
928

Ninth

Street

Christmas flights to New York
$247.32 for two weeks

AS TRAVEL SERVICE
57 , HSU Campus

hours: Thurs. 9-11, Fri.9-2
sn

ee

:

NMA

Angela's

All You Can Eat Lunch
$2.15

»

All beer
$1.50/Pitcher
With HSU I.D.
Lowenbrau

Draft

Students are always welcome at

Angelos

6th & H Arcata

822-3172
7th

|

=

=e

&

EUREK,

SUCDOUROROCROUDUONUOGOD
a

ERS
“

Central

Pine

i

~+6

Bus service expanded

Avenue

Bus service is now available on
weekends between Arcata and
Redding
as well as points

between, according to Greyhound
Agent Claire Marlowe.
In the past this service has
been available only on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays.
More information is available
by calling Greyhound at 822-0521.

Una ARTA RA NEUMANN ANIM EAAN ATEN AANA AN NENA NM

Contact Y.E.S. House

Photo by John Flinn

COOLER WEATHER, BUT—Australian fishermen tour fishing operations in Eureka despite the fact
they are used to a warmer climate than our Northcoast fog has offered them.

Lost and ©
found sale
‘rhere will be a Lost and Found
Property Sale on Saturday, Oct.
29 between 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. in
the University Center Multipurpose Room.
The sale is sponsored by the
University police and all proceeds will go into the student loan
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Financial aid options available at campus office
by Mark McDonald
a,

pe

mene

of

students

receive financial
help through college
financial aid programs.
These
categories:

programs
1)

come

grants,

in

awards

three
and

scholarships, which do not have to be
repaid, 2) low interest loans which must
be repaid, generally after completion of
college, and 3) work-study jobs which
may relate to the student's field of study
or simply provide a part-time means of
additional income.
Grants include the Basic Educational
Opportunity Grant (BEOG) and the
Supplemental Educational Opportunity
(SEOG).
Financial need

The BEOG is awarded to a student on
limited income who shows need for
financial help. The average BEOG
award is $800 per academic year. This
form of assistance must be applied for
when applying for any financial aid at
HSU.

at the Financial Aid Office (FAO)
said Barbara Skinner, clerk at the FAO.
Student loans
STL offers up to $150 per student. It
is generally repaid within six weeks, but
not later than the end of the quarter in
which

Federally Insured Stu-

dent Loans (FISL) and Short-Term
Loans
(STL).
The NDSL
has a
maximum loan of $1,500 per year. The
FISL maximum is between $1,000 and
$1,500 per year. Both loan figures are
based on the bank through which the
loan is taken and upon the student’s

questions

These

state scholarship and grant programs.
Information concerning eligibility,
application procedures and allowance
limits can be obtained from the FAO or
State Scholarship
mento.
HSU

A third form of financial assistance is
the work-study program. Federal
studies have shown the average earnings per year in this program are $700
per student.
Aside from the three programs above
there are federal financial assistance
programs that have been developed for
students entering nursing, health or law
enforcement.

Agency

scholarships

application

will

be

in

average

concerning

religious organizations,

More’
financial

may be found in the book, “Awards,
Honors and Prizes,’’ edited by Paul
Wasserman and Janice McLeah. Its
shelved with other books about grants
and scholarships in the reference section of the library.
Information

regarding

any

State programs

To shed a little more light on the subject, all our branches
also offer an array of free Consumer Information Reports. Including “A Guide to hecks and Checking;’which explains what you
need to know about cashing and depositing checks, holds and stoppayment procedures.
Now, that's not all the bank you'll ever need. And it's certainly
not all the bank we offer. But it does make for a good start.
We also offer a wide variety of other banking services you

might find useful, both in school and after. So why not check in with
us. You may never have to check anywhere else.
Depend on us. More California college students do.

available, or premium checks may be purchased.

AMERICA Gh}

lt

BANKOF

FDIC

A

f

BANK OF AMERICA NT&SA. MEMBER

of

the

FAO located in Brero House, No. 93. The
phone number is 826-4321.

Besides federal assistance, there are

is made for students.

open it in the fall. Complimentary personalized regular checks are

clubs

information
concerning
and-or recognition benefits

Our College Plan

ar, and re-

the

and civic and cultural groups also are
available.

Check into Bank of America.

to close it at the end of the school

in

Local scholarships, sponsored by
agencies, foundations, corporations

a

trouble of havin

$300 and

available

above programs can be found at the

eligibility or types of loans are welcome

Let's begin at the beginning.
The first thing every student needs is a no-nonsense checking
account. And in that category, our College Plan® Checking Account
is pretty tough to beat.
For just $1 a month for the nine-month school year, you get
unlimited checkwriting, with no minimum balance required. There's
no service charge at all for June, July, August, or for any month you
maintain at least a $300 minimum balance. You get our
Timesaver® Statement every month. And your account stays open
through the summer, even with a zero balance, saving you the

Sacra-

registration packets for winter quarter.

unions,

Currently the only money available is
through the FISL and STL programs.
There are funds available through
private organizations, and often there
will be money through the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
with

borrowed.

Work study

need.

Persons

was

emergency loans are the most popular
because they are often available the
same day on which the student applies.
The current STL limit is $50.

Loans include National Direct Student
Loans (NDSL),

it

aan

Grant

The BEOG is a federal program based
on student need. The grant may range
from $200 to $1,500, but cannot exceed 50
percent of the student’s financial need.
For this grant, the student must show
“historically low family income . . .
from the time he is two-years-old,” said
Pat Malone, financial aid clerk.

Cte
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Chain gang profs
just football fans

ports

industrial arts instructor at HSU since
1972. “It’s the only way we can all

by Ray Richmond

Three HSU professors can find nothing
better to do with their Saturday nights
than hold two metal posts connected to a
chain 10 yards apart and while being
rained upon having mud kicked into their

“I can’t
just sit in the stands
and watch
a game anymore,’ added Rose, a
38-year-old industrial arts instructor

McLoney is the ‘‘box man’’. He holds a
box on topof a pole and flips numbers to
indicate what down it is. He moves with
the ball and stands at the line of

who’s been at HSU since 1973. ‘‘Being on

scrimmage.

teaching there when rioting was going

Most of the time their job is easy, just
doing what they’re told. But sometimes

on. “‘I decided this was the one campus in
the state system that I wanted to be at, so
I came,’’ said McLoney.
Whether running chains, the clock, or

“participate.”

faces as 6-2 , 240 pound giants charge
into them.
Masochists? Naw, they’re just football

fans.
Profs Phil Rose, Jason McLoney,

Lumberjack,

the

field

with

the

chains

helps

me

unwind.”

and

Good ol’ time

“It’s fun . . . we just have a good ol’

Bob Hiner -omprise the chain gang at
HSU’s foo
es. They’re the men

time,’’ said Hines, the senior member of
the crew who at 43 describes himself as
“old going on ancient,” He is an
accounting instructor, here since 1974.
Rose and Hines are the stick holders,
measuring the first down distance when
summoned to do so by the referees.

who run up ad down the sidelines like
crazy people, making sure the referees
know what down it is and how many
yards there are to go for a first.
“‘We love it! We’ve got the best seat in
the house,”’ said McLoney, a 40-year-old
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Typeof Work

Dewred

EXAMPLE

1974.

hat Crewe

Clerrcal and

|

’

2nd Chowe

FILL OUT SPACE BELOW - PERSONNEL

ao
DEPARTMENT

Divison Name and AC No.

{-

Write Job

Tile

— | el | Tel

energy in Northern and
Central California. We also
have the challenges that go
with providing the energy

needed to help solve some
time.

Problems like providing
enough energy to satisfy
both human needs and environmental demands. We’re
up to our ears in problems
of the energy crunch. We
must deal with fuel conservation, environmental
protection, land-use care
and research for new and

and Job Number

cod

2.0

8 4 8 84

8 we

ee

8 Oe

we

eee

Unprintable words
Hines said the chain trio can even learn
quite a bit while down on the field. ‘‘We

learn alot of new words from visiting
_coaches, all of them unprintable. When

| HSU played UC San Diego two seasons

back it was lousy. They were the most

unruly and the worst-mouthed.”

Rose admited he’s used to working

with small crews. ‘I attended Sun City

_—_High School in Kansas, and there were

for some first downs with estimates!”’

? The rainy nights are the ones that can

“It’s even worse when it rains because
usually the hash marks are off some to
start with,” McLoney added. ‘‘We’ll
measure some that are 21% feet, others
234. They slowly shorten over the years of
tearing up the field.”
McLonley was brought up in the San
Diego Area, attending Grossmont High,
and receiving his BA at San Diego State.

be murder for the chain crew. ‘‘All the
fans can leave early on a rainy night
when the score is lopsided,’ mourned
Rose, ‘‘but we have to stay till the bitter
end. Even the players can leave early (a
laugh), and we get muddier than them!”’
However, as McLoney admited, ‘‘It
sure beats watching ‘Laverne and
Shirley’.”’

To solve these problems we
need people. Bright, welleducated civil, electrical, or
mechanical engineers. And

while we can’t promise a soft
cushie job, we can promise

our decade, come on down

and fill out an application.
We pay our people well, and
give them as much responsibility as they can handle.
Contact John Clemson,

PG&E

Professional Employ-

ment Office, 245 Market

Photo by John Flinn

Street, San Francisco, CA.

Equal Opportunity irglover
8

thing puzzling about the fourth down

better ways to do our job.

FIRST TEAM—Bob ‘Cannon Fodder” Hines (left), lecturer of business administration and Jason McLoney, associate professor of industrial arts, comprise the

PGwE
An

_on a fourth down incomplete pass. One

interesting challenges.
If you think you’re man or
woman enough to tackle
the really urgent problems of

of the most difficult and
complex problems of our

?

“The referees do rely on us quite a bit,

field was a mess. Our hash marks were __ only four students in my graduating class
wiped out. And we still had to measure
. .and only 26 in the entire high school!”’

lel [eI Isl Le)

PG&E doesn’t just provide
electrical power and gas
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known as ‘‘Cannon Fodder” while
scrimmaging with the University of
Colorado varsity footballers, a nickname

La, een
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of possession,

“Cannon Fodder”
passes is they always seem to move the
Hines grew up in Colorado. He was _ ball one foot backward.”’
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First team called
“It used to be that injured players
would do the chains, but not anymore.
they called in the first team,” joked
McLoney.
One thing all three have fun with is the
referees.
‘We give em’ hell,’’ said Hines.
‘Those refs can be interesting,”’
laughed McLoney. ‘‘There’s one we call
‘Hash Mark’’ because he ALWAYS puts
the ball on the hash mark no matter
where it should be.”’
The trio also encounter some ‘‘funny”’
penalties. The most frequent are the 7
and 17 yard penalties, when the official
moves the ball from one side of the line
and marks it on the other side of the
five-yard marker.

been teaching since 1960 and

owe
ot ow. he yay
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teaching.

When Rose, Hines, and myself got here,

football since he got out of college.

ae

ews

taking films, McLoney has been involved
with football since 1961, when he started

people off the field, like a few weeks ago

Rose has been dumped only once in his

a

iin

He originally came to HSU in the late
1960’s from San Francisco State,

four years handling the posts. Born, — though,’’ McLoney said, ‘“‘listening to us
raised, and educated in Kansas, he has __ if we spot a mistake, like on a penalty or

ee aeellaldl

gaara
ech
Ha aalrlarendttion

On-field intruders

He obtained his master’s from San Jose

State, and PhD at UCLA

‘“‘Sometimes we have trouble keeping

goodbye.”’

pean

In What Geo apical Location Would You Prefer to Work?

quarter.”

turnovers, can be confusing, and marking in the wrong spot can spell doom.
“It takes concentration and coordination, making sure you know where you’re
at,’”’ said Rose. ‘“‘We also have to know
when to lay the posts down and run if
someone’s coming at you. Otherwise, it’s

ee

owt
2

throw a lot, that we have to stand in one
spot forever,” complained Rose, ‘‘and it
gets especiajly boring during the fourth

quick

EMPLOYMENT APPLICATION
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
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we
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This agphcation wit!

stay ectee
for 60 doys

it’s difficult. There’s more to it than
meets the eye.
“We have nights, when both teams

. when a man in a wheelchair accidentally
kept rolling on the playing turf,” replied
McLoney. “‘It’s tough when no campus
security is around.”
All three have to be in good condition to
keep up with the action. Games with

POWER TRI
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Injury doesn’t impair his spirit
by Gino Pomilia
More than a year ago John Howard, a

member of the HSU football team, was
fighting for his life.
Today he is fighting his way to full
recovery.
On Sept. 19, 1976, the night after last
year’s alumni game, Howard and friends
were driving on US 101 between Ukiah
and Willits when their car was involved
in an accident. One passenger died and
Howard was left with bruise on the left
side of his brain.
Don’t remember

“I really don’t remember any of this,”’
Howard. said ‘‘About all I recall is
leaving Ukiah, and that’s even hazy.
The only reason I know what happened is
by the reports, the stories and the tire
tracks which are still there.”
Howard spent 50 days in the hospital
and recalled very little of the first six
weeks, during which he was fed
intravenously.
““He was in pretty bad shape,”’ recalled
Bud Van Deren, head football coach and
athletic director at HSU.
Van Deren was first to be notified of the
accident because on Howard’s emergency card in his wallet, he named Van
Deren as the one to be notified in case of
such a mishap.
Family friends
“T’ve been a friend of John’s family for
a long time,” Van Deren said. ‘‘John’s
father and I played on the same football
team in high school, and I was shook
when I heard of John’s accident.”’
It wasn’t until the end of October that
Howard was able to remember things.
He could barely stand up and had very
little mobility. He was released in early
November and his most vivid recollection
was listening to the radio and hearing his
football team lose to UC Davis.
“The guys didn’t do too well that
night,’’ he recalled.

It wasn’t until after Christmas that
Howard was able to fight back.
“I could hardly speak and these guys
had me switching from a wheel chair to a
cane, back to a wheel chair and back to a
cane,” he said. ‘‘It was pretty rough, but
my friends really helped me a lot. I owe a
lot to them.”’
Besides his friends, Howard believes
football played the biggest role in his
being alive today.
Life saver

“Football saved my life. I was in the
best shape of my life and if the accident
didn’t happen during the season, then I'd
probably still be in the hospital or may
be not even here at all,’’ he said.
Today Howard moves without the aid
of a wheel chair or a cane. He is fighting

to fulfill his life and to continue where he
left off. His immediate
football again.

goal is to play

“‘When I left the hospital, the doctors
told me that it would take six or seven
years for me to fully recover if I was to

just sit on my butt,”’ he said. ‘‘They said
if I worked out it would take around two
years. I’ve been working really hard, and

the doctors have just told me that there is
a possibility of me
recovering
by
Christmas and for sure by next Faster.”
Guard and center

Howard was an offensive guard and
center on HSU’s football team before the
accident, and according to offensive line

coach Scott Nelson, Howard would have... ,
been a starter.

“‘Football-wise, John was one of the
easiest kids I’ve ever coached. He was

playing both guard and center and he
picked
said.

up things

very

easily,’

Nelson

When asked about Howard’s possibility
of playing in the future, Nelson is
optimistic.
‘John has his goal set and I’m behind
him one-hundred percent,” he said.
“‘He’s always been a hard worker. I
enjoyed coaching him before and I’m
looking forward to coaching him again.”
When Howard recovers, Nelson is sure
the league will reinstate his eligibility.
While Nelson remembers Howard
more as a ball player, Van Deren looks at
him on even a larger scale.
Doesn't feel sorry
It would be so easy for John to just sit
at home and watch TV or something and
just feel sorry for himself—but he
doesn’t,’’ said Van Deren. ‘‘He has that
drive that keeps him going and that has
earned him the respect of anyone who
has come to know him. John knows he
has a tough nut to crack and he’s going
for it.”
Ben Partee, defensive back for HSU,
who played football with Howard at
Menlo Junior College, remembered him

the following way,

f

“John worked so hard for football that
everyone thought he just enjoyed pain.
We later found out that the only thing
wrong with John was that he was a
perfectionist.”’
Another
former
teammate
of
Howard’s HSU quarterback Randy
Smith,

remembered

seeing

him

first year at HSU.

in

his

Hardest worker

Photo by John Flinn

LOOKING AHEAD—While recovering from a car accident, John
Howard is managing the HSU football team. Next year he plans to
return to the team as a player.

/ HERITAGE
on the Plaza

‘He was the hardest working guy I ever
met,”’ said Smith. ‘‘After practice we'd
have to run sprints. When we were all
done and everyone was walking to the
locker

room,

I looked

behind

me

and

there was John still running.”’
The attitude of Howard is rare and
uplifting, but to him it’s simple.
“I’m doing nothing different now than I
did before,” he said. ‘I’ve been working
out for football for 10 years and this year
is no different.”
Howard realizes he is somewhat of a
local celebrity and is kind of pleased
about it.
“Well, as an offensive lineman I never
got too much publicity, so I guess all you
have to do is almost die and you've got it
made,”’ he said.
Strong attitude
Howard jokes about his condition, but
he feels very strong about his attitude.
‘Many people hate to look at the past
or even the present, but the future is all
that counts,”’ he said. ‘‘What’s past is
history and tomorrow is what’s important. People shouldn’t belly-ache and feel
sorry for themselves. They should fight
for the future and feel lucky that there is
a future.”
Howard also feels very strongly about
his friends, family and religion. He wants
to teach history and coach football at the

high school level, but now his concentration lies within his daily workout. He runs
every day, lifts weights and swims every
other day, besides helping with the HSU
football program.
Howard, who has never felt sorry for
himself, summed it up perfectly.
“There’s nowhere to go but forward
and that’s where I’m headed; pecause

you see, God loved me and it was his plan
for me toto Gb."
live and. that’s exactly what I’m
“poli
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BEER, WINE and POOL
Depression Prices
Happy Hour

Hassle Free Service

6-7 and 10:30-11:30

SUPPLIES
blanks for
fly or spin

and materials

716 9th
ARCATA

822-8331

NOW
IN STOCK
ADVENTURES OF
S.M. Uiam $4.95
GUIDE

FOR THE

E.F. Schumacher

MUSHROOMS

A MATHEMATICIAN

PHOTOGRAPHY
Upton & Upton $12.95

PERPLEXED

THE PROFESSOR OF DESIRE

$8.95

Philip Roth $8.95

OF NORTH

AMERICA

GOODE'S WORLD

O.K. Miller $19.95

ATLAS

$7.95

_) NORTHTOWN BOOKS
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*

957 H St.
Arceta, Calif.

Mon.-Fri. 10-6, Sat. 12-6

95521
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via Europe

Frosh kickers learn from foreign play
by Dennis Weber

A bumper crop of freshman athletes
has arrived at HSU for the 1977 soccer
season. The group, lured by Humboldt’s
inviting locale and the persuasive line of
coach Bob Kelly, is the most experienced
to play for the Lumberjacks yet.
‘They are the best group of freshmen
we've had so far,’”’ Kelly said.
Heading the list are centerforward
Brian Weisner and fullbacks Richard
Hanks and Eugene Zampas.
Hanks and Weisner are both from
Arcadia High School, the number one
team in the California Interscholastic
Federation (CIF) last year. Weisner lead
the team in scoring while Hanks
captained the squad. Both players drew
All-League honors.
Zampas hails from South Torrance
High School where he too was team
captain, All-League and helped his team
to the CIF playoffs.
International play
All three have logged action in
international play. Weisner and Hanks’
high school was selected to represent the
United States in the amateur competition
this summer, affording the two a trip to
Great Britain. The duo toured Englana

a

Coach Kelly echoed when talking about

tournament with 16 other countries in
Dublin, Ireland. It was Weisuer’s third

the three saying, ‘‘Having played in good
amateur programs and seen international competition are their strengths.”

and

Scotland

and

participated

in

trip to Europe and Hanks’ second, Both
athletes having been selected to all-star
teams previously.
Zampas’ international experience was
in 1976 when playing for Southern
California United. He traversed Western
Europe playing amateur and semi-pro
teams in seven counties.

Chico State is currently the number
two ranked team in Division II , while UC
Davis and Hayward State are highly
regarded.

Other standout freshmen include
starter Mike Wheatley and Tim Laney.

What brings quality Southern Californian soccer players to HSU? ‘‘Humboldt
is out of the smog: I iust wanted to get up

The biggest problems the group has to
in
nervousness
face is overcoming
varsity competition and learning to play
West
at the intensity of the Far
Conference,
Kelly Said.

gave his view saying, ‘When I came here
I got a good feeling; the people here were

and get away,” Zampas said.

Hanks’

friendly and interested in me. I just felt it
was a healthy environment
participate in sports.”

in which

to

IA

Learning experiences
The overseas adventures were enjoyable learning experiences. ‘‘It was interesting seeing other
cultures
and
lifestyles.’’ Hanks said. Zampas added,
“The people were really warm.”
“I was impressed with the enthusiasim
(for soccer)
in Europe.’’
offered
Weisner. All three related stories of
towns and people pouring out to meet the
visitors, cheering wildly and begging for
autographs. ‘‘It was a really big thing to
these people. Whole towns would turn out

to see the games,” Weisner reflected
Playing against the high caliber
European teams sharpened the trio’s
skills. ‘‘You learn a ton of skills playing
against them,” said Weisner. ‘‘We made
mistakes but learned from them,’’ noted
Hanks. “Europe is a more physical
game and it gives you an advantage
when you come back and play guys who

haven’t played internationally,” Zampas

Photo by John Flinn
HARD HEADED

Richard Hanks

(center) shows

his soccer technique to Eugene

Zempas (left) and Brian Weisner. The three HSU
freshmen toured Europe on
soccer teams which played against foreign competition.
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FOOTBALL PLAYER OF THE WEEK
John Hamm

The Jacks Homecoming

225 Ibs.

game is this Saturday
against UC Davis in
Redwood Bowl. Get your
tickets early in the AS
General Manager’s office.

Senior

Defensive
Hamm

end

made 7 tackles,

3 quarterback sacks and
caused 2 fumbles in the

"Jacks upset 5-0 victory
‘over Santa Clara.
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Gym

shorts
Jerry Boosinger’s three goals
and goalie Steve Bennett’s final
period shutout helped the ‘Jacks
down San Francisco State 8-5
Friday and Clinton Dodd netted
six goals in Saturday’s
18-9

by John Cressy
Football
Jim Livingston’s 26-yard third
quarter field goal and a fourth
quarter safety were all HSU
needed to upset Santa Clara
University 5-0 on the Bronco’s
home turf Saturday.

victory over Sacramento State.

The team returns home Friday
night to play
the Humboldt
County All-Stars at 7:30.
Cross country

The ‘Jack defense limited the
Bronco offense to only 228 yards
overall.

Sacramento State outran the
‘Jack harriers 23-35 on the
Patrick’s Point course Saturday
in a FWC

The victory gives the team a
3-1-1 record as it prepares for
Saturday
night’s homecoming
showdown with perennial FWC
powerhouse UC Davis. Game
time is 7:30.

meet.

The Hornet’s Jim White edged
HSU’s Scott Peters to win the
race, although both ran identical
30:05 times. HSU’s Ken Hammer
placed third, but the next four
finishers were Hornets.

The team travels to Chico State

Soccer

TAKE

Hall of Fame

‘teem.

of

the

past

MONEY AND RUN — HSU cross country star Scott Peters ran away from
the field of 50

when

Sullivan sprinted,

Induction ceremonies
Friday night at 6:30

will be
at the

long Eureka Inn and halftime during

it and high jumped, and played on

formally inducts Drew Roberts the school’s baseball and basketand George Ibarreta to its Hall of ball teams.

Coach Bob Kelly credited
overall team improvement for
the wins.

Peters ran 11.6 miles in the benefit for the cross country

51-year-old cross country coach Jim Hunt ran 8.6 miles and personally earned $300

She was many times HSC’s lone
competitor in Bay Area track

HSU will honor two of its great meets.

athletes

THE

entrantsin yesterda
Oney's
Hour Run.
team.

for a FWC dual meet Saturday.

The soccer team captured a
pair of 2-1 victories last weekend
over the University of the Pacific
and Sacramento State.

Photo by John Flinn

Saturday’s homecoming

football

Archery

|The HSU

Archery

for his

"

Team

night of each month at 7 p.m. in

the field house. Sorry.

Fame during halftime of Saturday night’s homecoming football
game against UC Davis.

The ‘Jacks are home again
Saturday to play Chico State, the
number-three ranked
Division
II soccer team in the nation.
Kelly said they will be the best
soccer team ever to play in
Humboldt County. Game time is 2
p.m.

Roberts, an offensive end, was
the school’s only three-time
NAIA
All-American
football
player. Now residing in Crescent
City, he caught 147 passes for
2,429 yards and 20 touchdowns

Women’s volleyball

1962). He also played basketball,
baseball and long jumped for the
‘Jack track team.

a

Women’s Hall of Fame
Friday’s

15-11, 14-16,

action,

the team

ro

/

eet. 24

Dee Henders

—

Nelson

Hal

|_base
(ment)

travels

to

Sacramento State and UC Davis
this weekend.

HSU Women’s

Hall of Fame.

Now residing in Crescent City,
Sullivan won three medals in
National AAU track meets when
on the Northern
California
Athletic Club, an AAU
team
consisting primarily of HSC
students.

Water polo

The traveling HSU
water
poloists opened FWC play by
capturing both games last weekend.

we
a

Learn

Scuba

Diving

Sullivan, a track

Star in the early 1930’s for
Humboldt State College (HSC),
will be the first inductee to the

1B |

an

15-11, 4-15,

15-11 loss left the team with a 1-1
conference record. Resuming
GSC

my

>

school principal in Brentwood,
scored 1,221 points in 97 games
during a four-year basketball
career which spanned 1952-1956.

BER Me

EL
|

during a four-year career (1959-

Ibarreta, now an elementary

The women’s volleyball team
lost a hard-fought GSC match to
Sonoma State Friday and finished seventh
in a _ 10-school
tournament Saturday.

tay

Pool through ocean training

YEAR AROUND CLASSES
We Buy Used Diving Equipment

-Mosbarger Inc.
426 Third

Eureka

442-5062

Jewelry

Leather Foot wear

Shoes o Togs
Nike

Tiger

Puma

The Jogg’n Shoppe
Athletic Attire

632 8th, Arcata
Montel 11-3

622-8198
Sat, 11-4

lothing & Accessones

41] 5thSt. Eureka

‘The Price Is Always Right’
BLUE LAKE

668-5182 forthe Lowest prices
on Volksusagen repairsService
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Club meets on the second Monday
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Vote causes
mixed feelings
)
(Continued from front page

The chair’s appointments

include

members of SLC standing committees,
one member of the Intercollegiate
Athletics Committee and two members
of the Board of Finanee, which super-

vises Associated Student Body financial

affairs including the AS budget.
Dissapointing vote
“I think I was one of the dissappointing
votes in that I was expected to vote no,”
Huddleston said.

Cottrell said he was aware before
Thursday night’s meeting that a vote of
confidence might occur.
“Several councilmembers expressed
feelings that they didn’t like Berke’s
views,”’ he said. ‘‘I suggested a vote of
confidence.”
cs

Gregg Cottrell—‘‘I suggested a vote of confidence. re

Cottrell said he did not know ahead of
time which way the vote would turn out.
“If I would have guessed I would have
been completely wrong,”’ he said

Quinn moves to new position

More influence

SLC representative resigns
by Ziba Rashidian
The Student Legislative Council (SLC)
representative from the School of
Creative Arts and Humanities,
Bill
Quinn, resigned his position at last
Thursday night’s meeting.
In his letter of resignation, Quinn said
his reason for stepping down was to
accept an appointment to the Student
Judiciary by Associated Student Body
(AS) President, Gregg Cottrell. Quinn’s
appointment to the Student Judiciary
was approved by the SLC.
Paul Kaschube, justice of the Student
Judiciary, was appointed to the seat
vacated by Quinn. Kaschube will be
resigning from his position on the
judiciary. The seat to which he was

appointed will be up for election this fall.
Vote of confidence
The meeting started with a motion by
Paul Phillips, representative from the
Division of Interdiscplinary Studies and
Special Programs,
for a vote of
confidence in the Chairperson of the
body, Mike Berke. Berke was elected to

the Chair by the SLC at its first meeting
two weeks ago.
Phillips gave his reason for the motion

as a dissatisfaction expressed by some
SLC members with the chair. There was

a tie vote (6—6) with Berke voting. A
majority vote of no-confidence would
have resulted in the selection of a new
chairperson.
Berke made two appointments during
the meeting.
He appointed Wayne Robison to the
Intercollegiate Athletics Committee.
This committee makes recommendations on the funding of athletic programs
and activities.

Robert Hollis was appointed to the joint
Student-Faculty Review
Board. This
committee handles student complaints
on grading, curriculum
problems,
registration and health services.

Standing rules
A committee of four was appointed by

Berke to draw up a proposal of standing

rules for the SLC. Standing rules are
general guidelines followed by the body
in carrying out its business.
Cottrell made the following appointments to student representative positions
on campus committees:
—Larry Wartman to the council on

the

Instructional Innovation and to
Academic Regulations Committee.

—Gregg Kellogg, Dave Marshall and
Phil Dean to the Academic Senate.

Marshall

was

also

appointed

to

the

Educational Policies Committee.

—Rodney Johnson, Chris Lawrence
and Steve Lyon were appointed to the
University Curriculum Committee.
—Gary Collins was appointed
Academic Affairs Committee.

to the

—Leanne Schramel to the Advisory
Committee on Student Health Services.
—Rich Hubble and Ninette Soltyski to
the Intercollegiate Athletics Committee.
Shortly after the Student
Legislative Council (SLC) began
its meeting Thursday
night,

The SLC also approved the petitions of
intent to organize for the HSU Crew
Fraternity and the Cinema Association.
The petition of intent to organize
requires eight signatures of interested
students. Once this is approved by the
SLC, the group has the rights of a campus
organization and can reserve rooms and
post announcements as needed to
organize.

These groups have 45 days to submit a
constitution to the Student Judiciary. The
judiciary reviews the constitution and
makes a recommendation to the SLC.
The SLC then makes a decision as to
whether or not the group should be

approved as an official AS organization.

SLC

scenario

Paul Phillips moved for a vote of
Scher, becoming upset at the

confidence in the chair.
Ed Scher asked him why.

lack of discussion said, ‘I think

“A lot of people have expressed to me that they are not

something’s up here.”

satisfied

that he was elected to
at the Oct. 6 meeting,
before. He pointed out
council members with

with

the

present

council,’ Phillips said.
Scher

established

questioning

that

the

by

people

Phillips was referring to were on

the SLC.
Bill Quinn asked for an immediate vote. Scher argued for
more discussion.
Quinn suggested the SLC go
into executive session (press and
public excluded) to discuss the
matter, since it was of a personal
nature.
The
chair

established

that

was improper
session.

the

situation

for an executive

At this point the chairperson,
Mike Berke, passed the gavel so
that he might participate in
discussion. Chair Pro-tem Ed
Scher took the gavel.
Wants reason

“I wish somebody would give
me a reason,’’ Berke said.
No
councilmembers
answered.
Questions arose concerning

the concept and procedures for a
vote of confidence.

Berke commented on the fact

is friendly

the chair
one week
that two
whom he

(Jacquemet

and

Warde)
were
absent,
and
wondered if the vote of confidence was to be a weekly affair, the chair fluctuating with
who attended meetings.
Quinn made inference that
Scher was out of order in asking

why Phillips made the motion.
Scher announced he would like
to pass the gavel. Finding no
takers, he dropped it on the
floor.
Picked up gavel
Picking up the gavel Scher

said, ‘‘I don’t know what’s going
on here

because

I didn’t

hear

anything about this.” He said he
thought Phillips was speaking
for people who were afraid to
express their own opinions

‘“T'd .like to hear some
discussion,” he said. “If SLC is
getting into this kind of—
whatever, I won’t say the word—
we're getting pretty bad off.”
Associated Students (AS)
President Gregg Cottrell said

“I think there would
had the vote of
successful,” Cottrell
on who was elected, I
influence on who

have been an effect
confidence
been
said. ‘‘Depending
may have had more
was appointed to

committees.”’

Austin Smith, SLC representative at
large, made the motion for a secret ballot
on the vote of confidence.
“At the time, I didn’t think we should
have personalities in voting,” he said.

to
said he did not want
Smith
with
ng
mentioni
by
people
incriminate
whom he had discussed the vote of
confidence prior to the meeting. He said
he did not speak with anyone ahead of
time regarding a secret vote.
Mike

Berke

made

one

final

comment

on the situation.
“To play petty politics like this is total
absurdity,’’ he said.

the SLC is set up so the chair
acts as majority leader. He said
in his own mind a vote of confidence would express majority
and minority views of the SLC.
Scher asked, ‘‘Is this a vote of
confidence for Mike or is it a
vote of confidence for SLC
members?”
Cottrell pointed out that a vote
of confidence occurred two

years earlier on the SLC.

(On

Oct. 15, 1975 the SLC removed its
chairperson, Luis Herrera, by a
vote of no confidence after a
closed
executive
session
discussion. )
Immediate vote

Quinn again asked for an
immediate vote. The motion was
seconded and carried.
A first secret ballot was cast
with Scher acting as chairperson.
Questions were raised as to
whether Berke could vote since
he was officially chairperson.
The AS Constitution says the
chair may vote only if it will
affect the outcome.
Berke took the gavel to conduct a second vote. Ballots were
counted, five expressing confidence in the chair, six ex-

pressing no confidence and one
abstention.

Berke cast the tying vote
bringing the tally to 6-6-1. The tie
favored the chair and Berke kept
the gavel.

